
 
Term Paper Research Checklist 

1. Source Card  (citation): MUST have minimum of 4(minimum of 2 primary sources) 

 

“Source number” will depend on how many sources you find 
 
“Location of source” should be “BHS Library”  
 
2. Note Card  (paraphrase or quote): minimum of 15 

 

“note” is your paraphrase or direct quote  

“source number” directly relates to the number of the source on your source card you took the 
information from 
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Term Paper Research Checklist 

MAJOR GRADE 

Due at the end of class Friday 2/10 

 

Annotated Sources: aim to have these done by the end of class Tues 2/7 

● you must have 4 sources  

○ can print an article from online, a section of a website or photocopy a section of a                 

book. 

○ you can annotate in a application as long as you can upload it into your Google                

Drive folder 

● these should have your notes on them - further explain a topic, note how you will use a                  

quote, simply label a stat, etc. 

 

Source Cards: aim to have these done by the end of class Wed 2/8 

● Must have one card per source 

○ List a proper citation (author, title, location, etc.) 

● minimum of two primary sources 

● minimum of four total 

 

Note Cards: must be done by the end of class Fri 2/10 

● Minimum of 15 note cards 

● you must have AT LEAST one note card from each of your sources 

● from different primary sources (statistics, laws, studies, etc) 

● from different secondary sources (articles, opinion, arguments, etc.) 

● each card should one ONE piece of information on it - each different subject matter, 

theme, statistic, law, quote, etc. should be on a separate note card 

● you may have as many note cards from one source as you want (meaning you could have 

more than 15 total note cards) 
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